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Abstract
It is argued that one natural choice for coordinates of constituents of a bary-
onic state in a SU(N) gauge theory are NN hermitian matrices. It is discussed
that the relevance of matrix coordinates is supported at least by the restricted
form of the color symmetry. Based on the previous investigations in this direc-
tion, the consequences of the idea are shortly reviewed. The model has been
considered is originated by the D0-branes of String Theory.
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One of the main themes in quantum mechanics is to found our physical theories
exclusively upon relationships between quantities which in principle are observable [1].
At the present status, it is commonly believed that a hadron has quarks as part of its
ingredients, though they cannot be detected directly. From the pure theoretical point
of view, one quark on its own is like the other particles, and have some observable
quantities, such as position, momentum, spin or charge. In practice, seemingly we
are always faced with hadrons that the properties of quarks are hidden inside them.
Although, it does not seem natural to assume that quarks do not carry any of the
usual degrees of freedom or their degrees of freedom can be completely ignored, it
may be a desirable framework if it is possible that the degrees of freedom can become
\unreachable" due to some kind of symmetry. In other words, due to a symmetry
it would not be expected that, for example, the position of an individual quark can
be measured, or even the question about \the position of an individual quark with a
specic color" become meaningless.
In [2, 3, 4, 5], a model was considered which shares the feature we mentioned in
above. The model has been considered is originated by the D0-branes [6] of String
Theory, for which it is known that their degrees of freedom are captured by matrices,
rather than numbers [7].
To be specic, let us take a SU(N) gauge theory, consisting one kind of flavor in the
fundamental representation as (bosonic or fermionic) matter. We treat this example as
a quantum mechanics, rather than a eld theory. The states of matter in this quantum










So we have the expansion jΨ(t)i = ∫ dx∑Na=1 ψa(x, t)jxi ⊗ jai, in which the index a
is labeling the isospin, and ψa(x, t)  hxjψa(t)i. Now we dene the density matrix
operator ρ^(t) as
ρ^(t)  jΨ(t)ihΨ(t)j, (2)
which is an N N matrix with the general element as ρ^ab(t) = jψa(t)ihψb(t)j. By these
we can dene the \matrix coordinate" X(t) as follows
X(t)  trx(x^ρ^(t)) =


hψ1(t)jx^jψ1(t)i hψ2(t)jx^jψ1(t)i . . . hψN (t)jx^jψ1(t)i





hψ1(t)jx^jψN(t)i . . . . . . hψN (t)jx^jψN(t)i

 , (3)
in which x^ is the usual position operator, and hψa(t)jx^jψb(t)i = ∫ dx ψa(x, t)xψb(x, t). 1
So the matrix coordinate X(t) is an NN hermitian matrix, with the usual expansion
1Here we assume that the states are normalized properly, to yield the length dimension for the
elements of X, accompanied with the value one for the total probability.
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in isospin space as X(t) =
∑N
a,b=1 Xab(t)jaihbj, in which Xab(t) = hψb(t)jx^jψa(t)i =







m _X  _X− V(X, _X,Xab, _Xab)
)
, (4)
where Tr acts on the matrix structure, and \V(  )" is for the possible potential term,
depending on matrix coordinate or velocity, or probably some of their individual ele-
ments Xab and _Xab. Let us take the case for which we have well separated ‘quarks’,
may be represented by states jψa(t)i ’ jxai with jxa − xbj  `, (a 6= b), for some
characteristic length `. For this, the coordinate matrix X(t) is almost, or even in this
case, exactly diagonal and the action (4) becomes








m _xa  _xa −   
)
, (5)
in which xa = Xaa. The kinetic term of the action (5), in the suitable basis, may be
interpreted as the kinetic term of N quarks. This shows that our new tool \matrix
coordinate" consists the information we usually realize, in particular the positions and
velocities of individual quarks. Now let us take the length scale ` to be order of the
baryon size. From our experience, we know that the situation we have considered above
is never seen in experiments! The most expected situation is that the N quarks, due
to connement (i.e., due to suitable potential term), nd considerable overlap between
their wave-functions, form a baryon, and resulting non-vanishing o-diagonal elements
for the matrix coordinate X(t). In other words, in real situation we expect that inside
a baryonic state we encounter with the matrix coordinate as a whole, i.e., with all of
its elements. It is very tempting to see that by considering the matrix X(t) as the
dynamical variable for the inside of a baryon, what kind of information or conceptual







m _X  _X− V(X, _X)
)
, (6)
where, for the moment, V(X, _X) is a polynomial as a potential term. The issue of
gauge symmetry of original quantum mechanical problem should be considered. The
theory we start with is invariant under the transformations:
jΨ(t)i ! jΨ0(t)i = V^ (x^, t)jΨ(t)i,
hΨ(t)j ! hΨ0(t)j = hΨ(t)jV^ y(x^, t),
O^(x^, p^, t, ∂t) ! O^0(x^, p^, t, ∂t) = V^ (x^, t)O^(x^, p^, t, ∂t)V^ y(x^, t), (7)
for the Hamiltonian of the form H = hΨ(t)jO^(x^, p^, t, ∂t)jΨ(t)i, and V^ (x^, t) is an NN
unitary operator, i.e., V^ V^ y = V^ yV^ = 1N . Due to integration on space
∫
dx, it might
not be expected that in a simple way all of the large symmetry above can be recovered
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in the theory for matrix coordinates. Instead we assume that the position dependence
of the V^ matrix is in the form of V^ (x^, t) = ~U(x^)U(t), where U(t) is an N N unitary
matrix, and ~U(x^) is a phase depending on the position operator x^, i.e., ~U ~U = 1. By
this kind of transformations we are treating the position dependence of matrix V^ as
a U(1) group, rather than a non-Abelian one. Later we try to present some kind of
justication for the restriction on the transformations. It can be seen that the matrix
coordinate transforms as X(t) ! X0(t) = U(t)X(t)U y(t). So our matrix theory, at
least, should be invariant under this kind of transformations, 2 and as usual this can







mDtX DtX− V(X, DtX)
)
, (8)
in which DtX = _X+ i[at,X], with at(t) as the one dimensional NN hermitian gauge
eld. We see that the action is now invariant under the transformations:
X ! X0 = UXU y,
at ! a0t = UatU y − iU∂tU y, (9)
with U  U(t) as an arbitrary N N unitary matrix; in fact under these transforma-
tions one obtains
DtX! D0tX0 = U(DtX)U y, DtDtX! D0tD0tX0 = U(DtDtX)U y. (10)
One may go a little more in details of the potential term. First, we assume that
the potential is linear in velocity DtX, appearing in the potential as DtX  A(X, t).
Second, since here we have matrices as coordinates, we can decompose the velocity
independent term to completely symmetric and non-symmetric parts in components
of X = (X1, X2,    , Xd). We note that each component X i is a matrix. The non-
symmetric part can be expanded as
V veloc. indepen.
non−symm.
(X) = X i + [X i, Xj] +X i[Xj, Xk]︸ ︷︷ ︸−
m
4l4
[X i, Xj][Xi, Xj] +O(X
6), (11)
in which the terms \   ︸︷︷︸" consist free space indices or traceless parts. So the rst
surviving term is \−m[X i, Xj]2/4l4", with l as a proper length scale. Finally we
require that the vector potential A(X, t) is also symmetric in the components X i’s.












in which A0(X, t) is the symmetric part of velocity independent term of potential, and
q plays the role of the charge. We note that the elds (A0(X, t),A(X, t)) appear as
2The invariance under the global transformations by Vˆ (xˆ, t) = V0, with V0 as a constant N  N
unitary matrix, requires that the action should be of the form of (6), instead of (4).
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NN hermitian matrices due to their functional dependence on the matrix coordinate
X. It is interesting to study the gauge symmetry of this action. One can check easily
that action (12) is invariant under the symmetry transformations [8, 9, 10]:
X ! X0 = U yXU,




Ai(X, t) ! A0i(X0, t) = UAi(X, t)U y + iUδiU y,
A0(X, t) ! A00(X0, t) = UA0(X, t)U y − iU∂tU y, (13)
where U  U(X, t) = exp(i) is arbitrary up to the condition that (X, t) is hermitian




recall that, in approving the invariance of the action, the symmetrization prescription
on the matrix coordinates plays an essential role [8, 9]. It is by this symmetry trans-
formation that we expect no distinguished role should be identied to the (diagonal or
o-diagonal) elements of matrix coordinate. In other words, since each of the matrix
elements are not gauge invariant quantities, they are not expected to appear as an
observable nal state.
The above transformations on the gauge potentials are similar to those of non-
Abelian gauge theories, and we mention that it is just the consequence of enhancement
of degrees of freedom from numbers (x) to matrices (X). In other words, we are
faced with a situation in which \the rotation of elds" is generated by \the rotation of
coordinates" [9]. In addition, the case we see here may be considered as nite-N version
of the relation between gauge symmetry transformations and transformations of matrix
coordinates [11]. Despite the non-Abelian behaviour of the gauge transformations, we
should note that the symmetry is still equivalent to U(1). To see this, we should recall
that the symmetry transformations of, for example a U(N) gauge theory, is generated
by N2 functions of space-time, say a(x, t) (a = 1,    , N2), to make the group element
exp(iaT
a)), where T a’s are U(N) generators. Now although U(X, t) = exp(i(X, t))
in (13) is a unitary matrix due to its dependence on matrix coordinate, it is constructed
by just one function (x, t), after replacing coordinates by matrices i.e. x! X under
the condition of symmetrization. After all, it is quite natural to interpret the elds
(A0,A) as the background gauge elds that the constituents, whose degrees of freedom
are included in the matrix coordinate, interact with them.
The action (12) is known to be the action of N D0-branes of String Theory, in the
background of (RR) gauge eld (A0(x, t),A(x, t)), for x as the ordinary coordinates
[12]. From the String Theory point of view, D0-branes are point particles to which ends
of strings are attached [6]. In a bound state ofN D0-branes, D0-branes are connected to
each other by strings stretched between them, and it can be shown that, by counting the
degrees of freedom for the oriented strings, the correct dynamical variables describing
the positions of D0-branes, rather than numbers, are NN hermitian matrices [7]. By
3We note that though U(X, t) depends on X(t), due to the total derivative ddt , a
′
t(t) still only
depends on time. In this sense the transformations in [8, 9, 10] are interpreted incorrectly.
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comparison, we nd out that m is the mass of D0-branes and l is the order of the string
length. In [2, 3, 4, 5] the possibility for the identication of dynamics of D0-branes and
quarks are investigated. Here we recall some of the aspects mentioned in these papers.
First of all, we see that by the gauge transformation (13), the elements of the position
matrix mix with each other, and so the interpretation of the positions for D0-branes
remains obscure. Nevertheless, we note that the concept of center-of-mass (c.m.), here
presented by the trace of the matrix coordinate is meaningful. So the ambiguity of
the positions only remains for the degrees of freedom counting the relative positions
of D0-branes and the strings stretched between them. The equations of motion for
X i’s and at by action (12), ignoring the commutator potential [Xi, Xj]









i] = q[Ai(X, t), X
i], (15)
with the following denitions
Ei(X, t)  −δiA0(X, t)− ∂tAi(X, t), (16)
Bji(X, t)  −δjAi(X, t) + δiAj(X, t). (17)
In (14), the symbol DtX
jBji(X, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸ denotes the average over all of positions of DtXj
between the X’s of Bji(X, t). The above equations for the X’s are like the Lorentz
equations of motion, with the exceptions that two sides are N  N matrices, and the
time derivative ∂t is replaced by its covariant counterpart Dt.
The behaviour of eqs. (14) and (15) under gauge transformation (13) can be
checked. Since the action is invariant under (13), it is expected that the equations
of motion change covariantly. The left-hand side of (14) changes to U yDtDtXU by
(10), and therefore we should nd the same change for the right-hand side. One can
check that in fact this is the case [8, 9, 10], and consequently one nds that Eq. (17)
leads to
Ei(X, t) ! E 0i(X0, t) = UEi(X, t)U y,
Bji(X, t) ! B0ji(X0, t) = UBji(X, t)U y (18)
This result is consistent with the fact that Ei and Bji are functionals of X’s. We thus
see that, in spite of the absence of the usual commutator term i[Aµ, Aν ] of non-Abelian
gauge theories, in our case the eld strengths transform like non-Abelian ones. We
recall that these are all consequences of the matrix coordinates of D0-branes. Finally
by the similar reason for vanishing the second term of (12), both sides of (15) transform
identically.
An equation of motion similar to (14) is considered in [5, 4] as a part of similarities
between the dynamics of D0-branes and bound states of quarks{QCD strings in a
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baryonic state [5, 4, 2]. The point is that, the dynamics of the bound state c.m. is
not aected directly by the non-Abelian sector of the background, i.e., the c.m. is




Tr X, pc.m.  Tr P, (19)
where we are using the convention Tr 1N = N . To specify the net charge of a bound
state (which is an extended object) its dynamics should be studied in zero magnetic
and uniform electric elds, i.e., Bji = 0 and Ei(X, t) = E0i.
4 Since the elds are
uniform, they do not involve the X i matrices, and contain just the U(1) part. In




y(X, t) = E0i and B0ji = 0. Thus the action (12) yields the following
equation of motion:
(Nm)x¨c.m. = NqE0(1), (20)
in which the subscript (1) emphasizes the U(1) electric eld. So the c.m. interacts
directly only with the U(1) of U(N). From the String Theory point of view, this ob-
servation is based on the simple fact that the SU(N) structure of D0-branes arises just
from the internal degrees of freedom inside the bound state. In other words, the ma-
trix behavior of the coordinates, and the resulted non-commutativity, is just restricted
to the relative positions of D0-branes. By this picture, we may call this situation as
‘conned non-commutativity’ [10, 9, 5, 4]. This behaviour of D0-brane bound states
is the same as that of baryons. It means that each D0-brane feels the net eect of
other D0-branes as the white-complement of its color. In other words, the eld flux
extracted from one D0-brane to the other ones are the same as the flux between a color
and an anti-color, Fig.1. This shape for the electric flux are in agreement with the
result of eld theory correlator method [13]. It is pointed that the gauge symmetry
associated to gauge eld (A0(X, t),A(X, t)), though looking similar to the non-Abelian
gauge theories, is in intrinsic U(1). Based on the observation we have made here about
whiteness of the bound state, we may argue in the phase that all of the observable
states should have equivalent amount of U(N) sectors, the symmetry appears to be
restricted, and equivalently as U(1). In fact it is the case that we expect to see when
we are encountered matrix coordinate as relevant degrees of freedom.
It is desirable to assign a net charge dierent from Nq to the c.m. It can be done
simply by modifying the action (12)




Nq0 _xc.m. A(xc.m., t)−Nq0A0(xc.m., t)
)
, (21)
in which S[at,X] is the action (12). By this action the charge of c.m. is equal to
N(q + q0), rather than Nq.
4In a non-Abelian gauge theory a uniform electric field can be defined up to a gauge transformation,
which sufficient for identification of white (singlet) states.
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Figure 1: The net electric flux extracted from each quark is equivalent in a baryon (a)
and a meson (b). The D0-brane{quark correspondence suggests the string-like shape
for flux inside a baryon (a).
Now, let us ignore for the moment the external gauge eld (A0,A). The equations
of motion can be solved by diagonal congurations, such as:
X(t) = diag.(x1(t),    ,xN(t)),
at(t) = diag.(at1(t),    , atN (t)), (22)
with xa = xa0 + vat, a = 1,    , N . By this conguration, we restrict the U(N) gen-
erators to the N dimensional Cartan sub-algebra. This conguration describes the
\classical" free motion of N D0-branes, neglecting the eects of the strings (and the
symmetry supported by them). Of course the situation is dierent when we consider
quantum eects, and consequently it will be realized that the dynamics of the o-
diagonal elements aect the dynamics of D0-branes signicantly. Concerning the eect
of the strings, one may try to extract the eective theory for D0-branes, i.e., for the
diagonal congurations. In particular, it will be found out that the commutator po-
tential is responsible for the formation of the bound state, and by a simple dimensional
analysis we understand that the size of the bound state, `, is  m−1/3l2/3. As in [2]
(see also [4, 5]), let us take the example of static D0-branes. For this conguration one
can easily calculate one-loop eective potential between the quarks, getting [4, 5, 2]:







This result shows the linear potential between every pair of D0-branes. Previously
we mentioned that, by qualitative considerations, what should be the shape of the
electric flux (Fig.1). Now, the above potential enables us to know something more
about the bound state and more quantitative details. One can trace supports for the
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linear behaviour of the potential in the literature, namely results by lattice calculations
[14], and things we expect from the spin-mass Regge trajectories. In [15] by taking the
linear potential between quarks of a baryonic state in transverse direction of the light
cone frame, the structure functions are obtained in good agreement with the observed
ones.
The formulation we presented above is in the non-relativistic limit. Though it is
expected this limit produces good results for heavy quarks, for light or massless quarks
we should change our approach. One way can be starting by a covariant theory; treating
time and space equivalently. In this way, although the terms responsible for kinetic
energy and interaction with external gauge elds nd reasonable forms (see [9, 10]),
the main problem will appear to be with potentials as [Xµ, Xν ]2. Instead one may
follow another approach to say something about the covariant theory. The world-line
formulation we have here is that of the M(atrix) model conjecture, accompanied with
the interaction terms with external gauge elds. For the case of the dynamics of a
massless charged particle with ordinary coordinates, we can see easily that the light-
cone dynamics have a form similar to that we have in action (12); see Appendix of
[4]. To approach the covariant formulation, following nite-N interpretation of [18], it
is reasonable to interpret things in the DLCQ framework [3, 4, 5, 10]. In this way of
interpretation, the mass parameter m is the longitudinal momentum, and the spatial
directions present the transverse coordinates in the light-cone frame. In addition,
according to the specic form of action (12) the rest mass of quraks is assumed to be
zero (see [4, 5]).
In [3, 4] and [10] the problem of scattering of a D0-brane o another one and D0-
brane bound state o an external gauge eld is considered. For the case of scattering
of a D0-brane o another one, the expectations for the well known Regge behavior
are satised. As for the problem of interaction between D0-brane bound state and
‘photons’ of gauge eld, the interesting observations is expected for the regime in
which the details of the bound state can be probed. As we mentioned above, both of
the scattering processes can be interpreted in the light-cone frame.
Up to now, we have considered things for the theory with one kind of flavor. It is
interesting to think about the case with more than one flavor. One suggestion can be
as follows: assume the flavor A with mass mA is represented by the state jΨA(t)i. We
may re-scale the states as jΨAi ! j~ΨAi = (mA)1/4jΨAi. For a baryon consisting N




h ~ψ1(t)jx^j ~ψ1(t)i h ~ψ2(t)jx^j ~ψ1(t)i . . . h ~ψN(t)jx^j ~ψ1(t)i





h ~ψ1(t)jx^j ~ψN (t)i . . . . . . h ~ψN(t)jx^j ~ψN (t)i

 . (24)











Now, for the well separated states, for which we have diagonal coordinates, the action









mA _xA  _xA −   
)
, (26)
in which we see that each flavor has the expected kinetic term. It is worth recalling
that due to the color symmetry we expect, the coordinate to which the symmetry
transformation should apply is ~X.
In [9] a conceptual relation between use of matrix coordinate for non-Abelian gauge
theory purposes and the ideas concerned in special relativity is mentioned; see also
[5, 4, 2]. According to an interpretation of the special relativity, it is meaningful if
the ‘coordinates’ and the ‘elds’ in our physical theories have some kinds of similar
characters. As an example, we observe that both the space-time coordinates xµ and
the electro-magnetic potentials Aµ(x) transform equivalently (i.e., as a (d+ 1)-vector)
under the boost transformations. Also, in this way of interpretation, the super-space
formulations of supersymmetric eld and superstring theories are the natural contin-
uation of the special relativity. In the case of use of matrix coordinates, it may be
argued that the relation between ‘matrix coordinates’ and ‘matrix elds’ (gauge elds
of a non-Abelian gauge theory) is one of the expectations which is supported by the
spirit of the special relativity. We recall that the symmetry transformations of gauge
theory on matrix space appeared to be similar to those of non-Abelian gauge theories,
relations (13) and (18).
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